Women who went to Hunter College taught their children a love and the desire to excel. Now, many of their spouses, sons and daughters, grandchildren, partners and friends are saying, “Thanks for everything, Mom” by donating to the Hunter College Mother’s Day Scholarship Fund. It’s a great way to give the gift of education to the next generation.

## Donors to the 2015 Hunter College Mother’s Day Scholarship Fund

Arthur O. Sulzberger, Jr. in honor of his great-grandmother, Rachel Pesino Hays-Sulzberger '178
Susanne Cohn Simon in honor of her great-grandmother, Ida Salzberg Liflenhal '181
Joan Shafir Silverman on behalf her brother Edward and in honor of their grandmother and mother, Gregory and Nicholas Shafir, Joyce Mitchell, Susanna and Valerie Silverman in honor of their great-grandmother and grandmother, Rebecca Phillips Shafir '192 and Edua E. Shafir '32.
Sara Feldman and William S. Miller in honor of their mother, Cecile Krellenstein Miller '34
Don Buchwald in memory of his mother Nellie Miller '35
Natalie Aronson Eisen '42 in honor of her mother, Leah Felshin Aronson '37
Paula Klis Oppenheim in honor of her mother, Sadie Klingenstein Klein '32
Klara Apet Silvain '24. MA '56 in honor of her mother, Adeline Rosnowitz Apet '22
Hunter College President Jennifer J. Raab in honor of her great aunt, Hannah Raab '26 and Jennifer Goodwin, the mother of her new grandson
Dorothy Graham in honor of her mother and Richard Victor Graham Stroesser in honor of his grandmother, Olga Leichter Graham '27
Richard Rashi in honor of his mother, Sylvia Lerner Rashi '27
Benjamin J. Chapnick, David B. Chapnick and Michael A. Chapnick in honor of his mother, Muriel Kay Chapnick '27.
Her four daughters in honor of their mother Frances Miller '37
The Betts, Brand, Fuller, and Leader families in honor of their aunt Sadie Leader '32
Dr. Neil E. and Lesley Green, Dr. Alan I. and Frances Green, Dr. Mary R. and Judith Green, and their children in honor of Irene Weak Green '32.
Peter May and Linda Shirk in honor of their mother, Isabel Meyer May '32
Ellen G. Millberg in honor of her mother, Miriam Broidish Gordon '32
Bret Pionser Schiff and Jim Lawrence in honor of their mother, Florence G. Lawrence '32
Deborah Sheffer in memory of her mother, Florence Lieberman '32
Marilyn Geller and Robert Jacobson in memory of his mother, Dorothy Epstein '32
Kenneth and Diana Lipton, Robert, Laura, Ede and Julia Udelson, Steve, Jennifer, Emerson and Henry LaGuerte, and Justin and Alexandra Kaplan in honor of their mothers, grandmother and great-grandmother, Patina Luhnow Lipton '32.
Frederick Schaffer in honor of his mother, Gertrude Roth Schaffer '32
Liz Kyer, Catherine Keytis and Glenn Kyer-Shelley in honor of their mother and grandmother, Irene M. Kyer (Hovne), HCHS '37, HC '54, whose influence and continuous pursuit of learning inspires us all.
Jody Gottfried Arnhold, Lili Gottfried and Fred Gottfried in honor of their mother and Katherine, Bobby, Paul, Caroline, Michael, Julia, Willy and Katie in honor of their grandmother, Lenora Marcus Gottfried '35
Stephan and Thomas Orphanos in honor of their mother, Nani A. Orphanos '35
Jessica and Drena Pers in honor of their mother, Pauline Kreisberg Pers '35
Sami, Ally, Jack, Max, Debbie and Glenn August, Kady, Peggy, Peter, Dylan, Alex, Randi, Kenji, Rumi and Roger Behrbohm in honor of their great-grandmother, grandmother and mother, Audrey Stern Feltham '37
Michael Schwartz in honor of his mother, Maxine Berman Schwartz '37 and his sister, Lisa Berman Schwartz '37
Barbara Kantrowitz in honor of her mother and Benjamin Horbigan HCHS '09 in honor of his grandmother, Rosalind Joseph Kantrowitz HCHS '39, Hunter College '38
Dr. Barbara, Peter and Rebecca Cooper, Thomas Brown, Chad Stein and Noam Brown, Dr. Caroline and Mark Tierkman, Jenna, David, Jared, Zachary and Shaina Fieldes, Dr. Donald Rubin and Dr. Carol Rubin, Arianna Rubin and Ken M. Mann, Joshua, Meredith, Eric and Jack Rubin, Emily and Adeline Richa, Anna Rubin, Dylan Blackston and Arlen Blackston, in honor of their great-grandmother, grandmother and mother, and Herbert Rubin in honor of his wife, Justice Rose Lutman Rubin '38 and Edith and Phyllis Lutman in honor of her education, Ethel Green Kaufman '39
Aron Feitck and Jake Martin-Kolb in honor of their aunt Hilda Hoffman '40, and in memory of their mother Sylvia Hoffman Martin '42.
Linda and Sandra Block in honor of their mother and Robert Block in honor of his mother, Hannah Stern Block '41
Linda Greenhouse in memory of her mother and aunt, Dorothy Greenhouse '41 and Marilyn Davies '46
Lou and Ed Abram in honor of their mother, Bella Szwadlo Abram '41
Diane Engelsman in honor of his mother, Mary Drage Engelsman '42
Bobbie and Lew Frankfort in honor of their mother, Elaine Goldblatt Rosenberg '42
Denise Halloran, Mary P. Dolschini Halloran Foundation in honor of its founder, Mary P. Dolschini '44
Wayman C. Wing in honor of his wife, Eugenia Chen Wing '44
Ruth S. Hochberg and Marion Flussemayor in honor of her mother, Jane Weiss Hochberg HCHS '41, HC '45
Bruce Kriener and Henry Stern in honor of our friend and mentor, Bass Meyers '45
Fred M. Richman in honor of his wife, Rita Shaine Richman '45.
Larry, Richard and John Summer in honor of her mother, Anita Avery Summerson '45
David and Laura Kumin in honor of their mother, Selma Friedman Kumin '46
Liane B. Omich in honor of her amazing mother, Gloria Nelson Seif '46
Mary Tallmier, Justice Megan Tallmier and Rick Kastellec, Jill Tallmier, Andrew and Emil Tallmier, Judy and Dan Abrahms, Beverly Kosta, John Kastellec and Katie Henman, Mike Kastellec and Heather Hahn, Juliet Tallmier, Matthew Kastellec and Jorge Guest, Jonathan Daniel Tallmier, Jack Kastellec, and Derek Abrahms, in honor of their great-grandmother, grandmother and mother, Dr. Margot Tallmier (Sallay), Class President '46
Marcos, Carol, and Amy Weber and their families in honor of their grandmother, great-grandmother and great-grandmother, Lola Siegel Weber '46, DPhiE.
Her sense of adventure is inspirational, her energy unfurling and her love limitless!

If you want to honor a special woman in your life, contact Hunter College at 646.556.5814 or mothersdayfund@hunter.cuny.edu